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Address(es): As complete as possible, including e-mail address(es).
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Results and Discussion), Conclusions (optional), Acknowledgements, References, Summary in Bulgarian (translation of the abstract).
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of the table, should be provided.
Illustrations: Lines and letters in figures must be able to be enlarged or reduced without reduction in quality. They should conform
to the size of the type area (16.5 x 24 cm) which is the limit for all illustrations. Magnification should be shown by scale bars.
Illustrations must be submitted in electronic medium such in e-mail or CD’s in TIF format in minimum 300 DPI and as printed copies. Black and white photographs must be sharp, of high quality, glossy prints, presented on plates (14x17 cm in size). Figures must
be numbered consecutively and should be provided with an explanatory legend on a separate sheet (titled ‘Text under figures’). All
tables and figures must be referred to in the text.
Citations and References
Each citation in the text (including synonymy lists) must be accompanied by a full reference in the list of references and vice versa.
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Corrections
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